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Art majors display works in patio chess game
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Top university official replaced
By Craig Quintana
Daily staff writer
Arlene Okerlund was named interim academic vice president yesterday, replacing John Gruber and
ending weeks of speculation and
rumor,
Her appointment takes effect
June!.
Okerlund is currently the dean of
the School of Humanities and Arts.
Official confirmation of Gruber’s
replacement came from the 11111 cr
sity late in the afternoon A mos cl

Revenue
sharing
up in air

sity press release stated Gruber will
do research this summer and then
teach physics at SJSU in the fall.
The release stated a campus selection committee will be formed in
fall 1986 to begin the search for a permanent academic vice president.
In the week before the replacement was announced, President Gail
Fullerton and a dozen administrators
refused to comment on Gruber or his
position at the university.
Gruber’s job had been in doubt
.ince April 29, when rumors surfaced

that he was out as the academic vice
president.
More uncertainty was added
when university officials refused to
respond to inquiries about Gruber
keeping his job in the fall.
"It’s a personnel matter and I
don’t comment on personnel matters," Fullerton said.
Gruber also refused to comment,
citing the same reasons.
Before the replacement was announced, sources who have worked
with Gruber confirmed that he would

be replaced this fall. The sources
spoke only on the condition of anonymity.
But the sources differed on
whether he resigned, resigned under
pressure or was fired. Two of the
sources said Gruber had resigned,
while the other said he was dismissed
from his position. The release only
said he was leaving to do research.
On Monday, Fullerton confirmed
that Gruber was still the academic
vice president, but again refused to
say if he would hold the same position

next fall.
Dan Buerger, executive assistant
to the president, said it was university policy not to comment on situtions when personnel leave the university.
Five school deans, two department heads and one assistant to the
academic vice president declined to
comment. Three other deans could
not be reached.
Other university officials either
declined to comment or wouldn’t recontinued on pages

Jazz students sound off about budget woes
’Secret plans’
draw protest

Director says
act is a ’luxury’
By Maria J. Gunter
Daily staff writer
An act allowing students to direct
part of their Associated Students fee
to a specific campus group or program in each A.S. election may be on
its way out.
"The reason is not to repeal revenue sharing, but unfortunately this
board and future boards may not be
able to afford it," said A.S. Director
of Business Affairs Scott Davies.
The A.S. Board of Directors is
scheduled to read the entire act at
this semester’s final meeting May 14,
and then vote to repeal or amend the
act. Either action requires a twothirds majority vote by the board.
"This is a luxury and we are paying students to vote," Davies said.
"That’s a luxury we cannot afford."
He estimated that about $5,000
was allocated in the last election.
After Tuesday and Wednesday’s special elections, $7,000 to $8,000 will
have been spent in the revenue-sharing process this semester, he said.
However, Tim Orozco, A.S. director of community affairs, said inclusion of revenue sharing in every

. . . unfortunately
this board and future
boards may not be
able to afford
( revenue
sharing):
Scott Davies,
A.S. director of business
affairs
AS. election encourages people to
vote and should be continued.
Tim Kincaid, A.S. controller in
1984-85, who was involved in a revision of Act 100 in 1985, agreed. "(Act
100) encourages students to vote. It
encourages them to find out what’s
going on," he said.
The act states that students may
direct $2 of their $10 A.S. fee to any
campus-recognized group or AS..
funded program in every A.S. election; the allocation drops to $1 in special and runoff elections.
Groups must receive five votes to
qualify for revenue-sharing funds.
"It should be the goal of all of us
(the board) to get students involved,
and I believe this does," Orozco said.
When the board has difficulties
deciding which groups should receive
funding, it helps to have students indicate their areas of interest, he said.
"I think that revenue sharing is
extremely important on campus,"
Kincaid said. "It’s not like we’re just
giving away money . . it gives students) a chance to stipulate where
they would like to see two of their dollars allocated."
At Wednesday’s meeting, the
name of Act 100 was read, which is
the first step toward a vote to repeal
or amend it.
According to the A.S. Constitution, an act must be read at two successive hoard meetings before a vote
can be made to repeal or amend an
act
A motion to allow reading of the
act by name only, rather than going
through all three pages of the act,
narrowly passed, 8-2-2. A two-thirds
majority is required

John Gruber
. leaving post

Kurt Leptich From left, Beth Baker, Jonathan
Dexter, Wendy Waller and Gretchen

Haws sing to gain support for ja re.
teachers. Students rallied outside the

Daily staff

photographer

Music Building Wednesday to stop rumored cuts in the music faculty.

Its .ndrew F. Hamm
Daily staff writer
Jazz majors staged a concert and
rally Wednesday in front of the Music
Building to protest what they claim
are secret plans to drastically cut the
jazz program this fall.
Kathy Parra, junior music major
and organizer of the rally, said the
concert was staged to bring greater
awareness of the Music Department
and its plans to make budget cuts.
A petition was circulated among
the onlookers asking SJSU President
Gail Fullerton to stop the Music Department from making cuts in the
program and especially in the jazz
section. Parra said.
"They are planning to cut four
and a half faculty positions, and lots
of classes will be cut for next semester," Parra said.
"Part-time professors are being
cut over tenured professors, but the
highest enrollment is with the parttimers."
Music Department Chairman
Gus Lease said only one part-time position will be cut next semester and
that position will be taken out of
lower general education areas.
"I’m flabbergasted that they are
staging this rally," Lease said.
"There is no way that 4.5 positions
will be cut . . they have received
some misinformation."
Lease said that because there
had been a slight increase in enrollment this semester, the Music Department will be getting a small increase in its budget this year
continued on pages

Turkish dancing club given $1,500 for Expo ’86 trip
By Cindi Hansen
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students allocated the
Turkish Folklore Club 61500 plus a $500 underwrite Wednesday for a trip to Expo ’86 in Vancouver, Canada.
The underwrite must be paid back to the
A.S. by the end of May 1987.
The club asked for the money to cover half
of its lodging expenses in Vancouver, where it
will do two 30-minute performances at the
Expo.
The trip will cost $11,409, which includes
travel, food and lodging for all 25 people in the
group.
The board voted 9-1-2 to waive a budget
stipulation forbidding special allocations
money for out-of-state travel. A two-thirds vote
is required from the board of directors to pass
the stipulation.
Omer Uyuklu, adviser and teacher of I he

’The United States
never really learned
to respond to the
enemy. They didn’t
know what they (the
North Vietnamese)
were doing and the
attitude towards
finding out was "so
what?" ’
Douglas Pike,
former state department
official

folklore dance group, told A.S. the round trip
airfare for the group is $4,472.
A.S. Director of California State Affairs
Tim Haines, questioned the amount of travel
costs. Haines said that for 25 people to travel by
air was "ridiculous." If the group rented a vehicle or a number of vehicles, costs would be considerably lower, he said.
"The only alternative would be to rent two
vans, but then the cost of going there is only a
little cheaper . . (Wle would have to spend
five days on the road," Uyuktu said.
"I do have a problem giving $1,500 to the
Tim
Turkish Folklore club it’s not the group; I
Haines
feel really comfortable with them," Haines
against
said. "The problem is ... 81,500 is an exorbiallocation
tant amount of money and I don’t think we have
that amount to give."
Haines was the only member of the board you won’t be sorry. This is a once-in -a -lifetime
to vote against funding.
occasion.
After the vole Uyuklu said, "Tim Haines),
"Expo is not going In conic to this continent

Again in five or six years," he said.
"Are we going to fight over 61,500, or are
we going to make a mark in this world?" asked
Paul Harrison, A.S. director of academic affairs.
"It’s a great occasion when an SJSU group
gets to go to a World’s Fair. It’s a way in which
SJSU can participate in what I think will be one
of the most successful fairs ever." said Tim
Orozco, director of community affairs.
The folklore group was chosen for the Expo
after sending in a video tape of its dancing.
"We were laughing; we didn’t think they’d
select us," Uyuklu said.
Because the group is still almost 84,000
short for its trip. Uyuklu said he plans to ask
President Gail Fullerton and the Turkish Consulate for funding.
The A S. special allocations fund was left
with $85 after the group was granted (ravel
funding

Ex-federal official tells why U.S. lost Vietnam War
By herb Muktarian
Daily staff writer
The Vietnam War was lost by the
South Vietnamese army because of
its inability to fight the political attacks of the North Vietnamese, said a
former state department officer who
talked to a history class Tuesday.
Douglas Pike, who was a state
department foreign service officer in
Vietnam from 1960 to 1975, said that
even though the United States won
every military battle against the outmanned North Vietnamese People’s
Army of Vietnam ( PAVN I, those battles only set the stage for the political
attacks.
The political "Dau Tranh" efforts of PAVN concentrated on infil.

(rating enemy camps, undermining
the enemy’s morale, carrying out
kidnappings and assassinations, and
working to motivate the people under
its control, Pike told the History 161
class that sponsored his in -class lecture.
Tranh is Vietnamese for struggle
a concept that the North Vietnamese are willing to live, fight and die,
said Pike, author of "Viet Cong" and
"PAVN," and director of the Indochina Archive at the University of
California at Berkeley.
Because the U S military addressed itself only to the military aspect of the PAVN Dau Tranh strategy. it failed to recognize that the
Dau Tranh strategy was political.

Pike said
He said that the North Vietnamese Dau Tranh is based on the notion
that both armed and political actions
are necessary to win a war
"Armed" Dau Tranh calls for
military action, ranging from traditional combat to guerrilla warfare.
while "political" Dau Tranh is a
campaign to undermine the opposition by non-military means, he said
PAVN used its political and psychological methods to defame and
decry the superior weapons possessed by the United States, he said
He said this worked especially
well during President Johnson’s administration. when Johnson halted
U S bombing raids after the North

’ietnaniese showed pictures of injured and maimed children in civilian areas after the raids.
"The United States never really
learned to respond to the enemy,"
Pike said. "They didn’t know what
they the North Vietnamese) were
doing and the attitude towards finding out was ’so what?’ "
The United States thought the
war would be fought on conventional
terms, he said.
"We assumed that the war would
be fought on our terms because it was
our game," Pike said.
The United States was simply not
expecting to fight an enemy willing to
continued on page 8
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A Libyan war would be a Holy war
As President Reagan proclaims the summit talks a
"triumph in Tokyo" regarding terrorism, and one consid
ers his statement that "we can take whatever action is
necessary" to stop it, it’s time to think about a question
raised during the Vietnam conflict especially if there is
escalation and combat troops are committed.
This being the mythological separation of God and
country the United States suffered because of its controversial and indecisive military role in Vietnam.
If the United Slates is to again rearm itself against
"mad dogs of the Middle East," and "Godless communism," it must first encourage the remythologizing of
war.
That means foreign policy most be consistent with
our national myth -- that we are God’s chosen people in
all that we undertake. Jesus Christ and John Wayne must
again be linked after their brief separation by Vietnam.
America cannot send its troops to battle like it did
in Vietnam without bridging this mythological gap.
Many Vietnam veterans have stated that they feel unclean, that they never went through a cleansing process
like World War land II veterans.
Many Vietnam veterans feel the military action was
not justified, and the United States did not hold the belief
of having "God on our side."
President Reagan’s sending F-11l jets on an air strike
in Libya only manifests the urgency of undertaking this
remythologizing of America. Using military jargon, Reagan is a "kick ass, take-names-tomorrow" commander.
There will be no "Hamburger Hills" a hill infamously nicknamed in Vietnam that was taken and left by
Americans many times at the cost of many men with
this president.
Col. Moammar Khadafy has stated that "without the
United States, Israel could not continue to exist, and it is
his duty as standard bearer of the Arab cause to continually challenge Washington."
In his first press conference since the bombing, Col.
Khadafy said, "We are ready to die. Even if the United
States hits us with the nuclear weapons, we will face
America, because Allah is stronger than the United
States."
Obviously, this will be a conflict dripping with fundamentalist religious overtones.
When the United States buried its dead from the air -

91444
t

It

John
Lucero

line jet on which a baby girl was killed, Americans
mourned. When Sgt. Kenneth Ford, who was killed at the
West German disco, was buried, his family and the entire
nation grieved.
During Libyan final-rites ceremonies after the bombing, the Libyans used this as a rallying cry to justify any
conflict with the United States. The Libyans hardly looked
cad or lamentful. They held the baby coffins and
screamed retaliatory remarks.
This, in a nutshell, is considered the reaction of a
zealot a people dedicated to their belief at any cost. In
other words, any future military fighting on the ground
with these North African people will be front-line troops
facing infantry platoon against infantry platoon, pointblank artillery against point-blank artillery.
In the air, Air Force and Marine fighter pilots are
going to be engaged in dogfights reminiscent of World
War II.
Members of the religious community whether it be
liberal or conservative should immediately begin to undertake this remythologizing of war and the United
States.
That is, John Wayne and Jesus Christ are one and the
same again. That the United States has a divine mandate
to evangelize the world and set the example of a culture
living in a free society.
Do not send today’s pilots and troops into battle without the moral and spiritual support they need at home and
in their hearts to win. And when Johnny comes marching
home, this time let him stick out his chest and raise his
head high and strut to a proud beat of the drum.
Moreover, God bless America once again!

Etiquette part of world diplomacy
The 12th annual economic summit in Tokyo revealed
a distressing fact : Half of the world leaders present did
not know enough about Japanese table etiquette to avoid
making international gaffes.
At a formal Japanese luncheon, several of the world
leaders failed to remove their shoes before stepping on
the delicate straw floor mats and three refused to use
chopsticks, even at the urging of their host, Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone.
The Japanese waitresses were shocked.
French President Francois Mitterrand apparently
had complained about the Japanese style of seating at the
last function hosted by the Japanese. He called the cushions with backrests and the footwells under the table provided for the Westerners’ comfort - an improvement
over sitting on the floor
( Mitterrand, in general, flunked diplomatic protocol,
since on at least four separate summit occasions he arrived late. Reagan, as the head of state with the longest
incumbency, was supposed to arrive at functions last. But
Mitterrand kept upstaging him.)
Al lunch the next day. Nakasone showed quiet diplomacy in serving both French and Californian wines. President Reagan. God bless him, praised both wines. Mitterrand was very quiet.
Say France, a proud country with a proud leader, had
hosted the summit. Would not the people of France heappalled if, at a formal French luncheon, Canadian Prime
Minister Brian Mulroney shoved aside the bowl of exquisite escargot with disgust, or if Britain’s Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher poured red wine into her white wine
glass?
What if Nakasone insisted upon taking off his shoes
and sitting on the floor?
What if West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl
dumped out his Dom Perignon and demanded Lowenbrau?
What if Italian Premier Benitto Craxi went out for
pizza?
What if Reagan used his salad fork on the liver pate?

Sally
Finegan
International indigestion might endanger world supplies of Pepto Bismol.
Ridiculous ideas and assertion, yes, but also ludicrous is that world leaders are not more sensitive to, and
are actually ignorant of, different cultures.
World leaders should be briefed by their staffs on not
just political details but also on cultural details. Part of
politics is knowing the history and culture of other countries. Politicians, especially world leaders, should know
more than the average citizen about another country’s
music, art and literature.
And world leaders should not just go out for lunch
after such a briefing and forget everything by dessert.
They should study the new knowledge they’ve gained so
that they understand the different cultures and histories
that mean a different way of thinking for each leader.
Otherwise, any real discussion and understanding between world leaders cannot occur.
And any attempt at getting a lasting agreement from
France, Britain, the United States, Canada, Italy, West
Germany and Japan on how to soothe the world economy
or how to stop terrorist attacks seems hopeless.
How can our leaders come to any understanding
about world affairs if they are ignorant of minor, but essential, details like table etiquette?
No detail is too insignificant when it comes to world
politics.
World leaders, learn some table manners.
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Letters to the Editor
Editorial termed self-serving
Editor,
I can’t believe that the Spartan Daily has allowed
such a shortsighted, self-serving editorial onto its pages.
To thrive on controversy is the journalistic way. To
create controversy is a thing best left to dime store tabloids, which your paper is fast becoming.
How could you not mention that the Spartan Daily receives more money from RAFI than any other group?
Every club and organization cut in this year’s budget
has your newspaper, in part, to thank, since the Daily has
consistently opposed fee increases while pretending to
stay above the budgetary process by hiding under the
RAFI umbrella
Nothing makes you guys more squeamish than the
prospect of justifying your use of A.S. money, something
the other RAFI groups have never had trouble doing.
Your editorial denouncing the fee increase and denouncing those proposed in the past proves how little you
care about the A.S. and its groups that are cut year after
year.
It’s controversy you want. The less money available
for these groups, the more bickering there’ll be. And
more bickering means more controversies for you to
write about.
In one fell swoop, you have alienated every other
group funded by the A.S., and I have nothing but disdain
for the sickening, pompous way you did it, as if you really
care about anything but your newspaper.
I stated in the A.S. board meeting and I’ll state again,
that I feel the A.S. should no longer obligate itself to the
Spartan Daily. And instead, we should divide those thousands to the other RAFI groups and A.S. organizations
that are more in need and more deserving.
Stafford Hebert
Senior
Music

Parking hogs should be fined
Editor,
I am in complete agreement with Jeni Uyeda’s article, "Park with some courtesy, please," May 6. I, too,
have been extremely frustrated to find that there are a ridiculously large number of parking spaces wasted due to
inconsiderate idiots who park over the line.
It is time the SJSU parking enforcement people took
some action and solved this problem.
I doubt people would continue to park incorrectly if
they returned to their cars to find a $15 ticket. They should
not be allowed to register for the following semester until
all tickets are paid. At a campus where we have a very severe parking problem, we cannot allow these jerks to take
up two spots.
Why reward stupidity?
Anne Michaelis
Junior
Nursing

Jazz director blasts guest opinion
Editor,
In response to the Guest Opinion of April 30, I would
like to ask: Who is Alex Gonzalez?
Whoever he is, apparently he feels that he is qualified
to speak for the Jazz Fusion DJs at KSJS. As far as I
know, (and I should, since I am the jazz director at
KSJS ), the Rhythm Wave and Creative Source DJs in
general get along just fine.
In particular, I feel that I have a great working
relationship with General Manager Joel Wyrick, Program Director Dave Yohn and all of the Rhythm Wave
staff.
Next time I hope Gonzalez will confine his opinions to
those he has some knowledge about.
Brad Stone
Jazz Director
KSJS-FM

Letter Policy
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The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write letters.
Bring them to the Daily office, Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 208,
or to the Student Union Information Desk.
AD letters must bear the writer’s name. signature, major,
phone number and class standing.
Phone numbers and anonymous letters will not be
printed.
The Daily reserves the right to edit letters.

In Bold Face
Gretchen
Heber
DASH for your life
There’s a new group after us.
Ever try to cross 10th Street at San Antonio (the street that intersects campus at the
Good luck. It’s like dodging frontTower)?
Business
line enemy fire.
No traffic signals guard this crossing, and 10th
Street drivers certainly take advantage of this shortcoming. They zoom along, never stopping to allow a
pedestrian to utilize the perfectly good crosswalks
and get to the other side.
Anyone unfortunate enough to live or park on
the east side of 10th discovers soon enough his mistake, as there are are several unregulated crossings
on 10th.
Pedestrians stand there for days, on both sides
of lOth, clutching backpacks stocked with food rations and blankets. They wait for that hallucinating
driver who, thinking he sees a stoplight, screeches to
a halt in front of the crosswalk.
The pedestrian then hopes to dash across the
street before the mistaken driver regains his senses
and roars forward, scattering any sluggish crosser
caught in the line of fire.
Lamenting the days of high school driver’s education when they innocently believed pedestrians
had the right of way at unregulated crossings, the
would-be street-crossers stare in wonderment at the
steady and ceaseless stream of cars zipping by.
The most incredulous aspect of the whole affair,
pedestrians note, is that often the drivers slow to a
crawl as they near the crosswalk, fooling the waiting
pedestrian into thinking it’s actually safe to cross.
Just as the pedestrian so much as moves his
big toe off the sidewalk and into the street, the driver
inevitably finishes his senseless scrutiny of the people waiting to cross and pounds the accelerator, allowing no one to successfully complete a cross to the
other side.
Indeed, this is an extremely frustrating part of
the unrelenting drivers’ syndrome. Drivers, God
forbid, will never stop to let pedestrians cross, but
they’ll certainly slow down long enough to take a
good look.
Arecently -formed student group, DASH (Daring Activists Sure to raise Hell), gathers
Tuesday nights to create effigies of pedestrians.
These effigies are thrown in front of cars at the
dreaded intersection in the hope that drivers,
in a fit of uncharacteristic sympathy, will stop to get
out and kick aside the supposed body of their victim.
The clever pedestrians will then take advantage of
the stopped cars and zip across the street.
In heavy traffic, DASH members toss several
fake bodies into the road at the same time, hoping
that enough cars stop to permit DASHers to cross
safely.
Upon a successful crossing, DASHers join together and recite their motto, otherwise known as
paragraph 12, page 37, California Driver Handbook:
Alan intersection where traffic is not controlled
by signals, drivers are required to yield the right-ofway to (pedestrians) within any crosswalk, marked
or unmarked.
The University Police Department, a group one
would assume lobe in league with DASH, is, alas,
known for its lack of sympathy to DASH members.
Patrolmen hinder rather than aid potential creasers,
disregarding pedestrians camped out on 10th, after
having, of course, thoroughly scrutinized the waiting students. They drive importantly on by, probably off to issue jaywalking tickets at the next intersection or two.
Will a death be the catalyst for better police regulation of this and similar crossings? Or for the city
of San Jose to install traffic lights?
DASH hopes not.
Gretchen Heber is assistant new editor. In Bold
Face is an open forum for editors that appears Mondays
and Fridays.
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Student sculpture makes moves on giant chessboard
By Veda Anderson
staff writer
SJSU art students converted the Student Union Am
phitheater into a chessboard and used their artwork as
playing pieces Wednesday afternoon.
"The idea is to play chess, but the main idea is that it
is a sculpture garden," said Sam Richardson, art professor. As the chess players move the sculptures around, different views of the art are given.
The two chess players stood on the balcony of the Student Union and instructed people below to move the sculptures.
Mimi Roberts, curator of the San Jose Art Museum,
and Lynn Mauser-Baine, SJSU art professor, played an
artful game of chess that lasted about 112 hours.
Daily

Richardson said some of the strongest people in the
department were invited to participate in the game.
Most of the art students with work on display were
graduate students.
The idea for the chess game was conceived by a beginning art student last year, which was the first year the
chess game was held, said William Solley, senior art
major.
For the chess game, Solley made his version of a
pawn that was constructed of painted wood with wire
woven through the middle.
He said the sculpture he made seemed to represent
the pawn.
Solley said the artist’s concept of the particular game
piece is used to construct its parts. "Some are really abstract though," he added.
Don Santos, graduate art student, used street signs
for the two rooks he sculpted. He said he collected garbage for two years and worked 13 hours to complete his
pieces.
Santos said he carefully picked what kind of "junk" to
use for his sculptures which he made with a two-inch pipe,
a 1/3-inch steel plate, a chain, a hook and 10-inch spikes.
"The only thing I concentrated on was when to stop."
he said.

The players, above, direct and manipulate the
chess board from the balcony above the
Student Union Amphitheatre, while other
students move the game pieces below.
Santos participated in the chess game to have fun but
ended up getting more out of it.
"It’s been much more important to me than I
thought." he said.
Santos said people don’t pay any attention to the
poles, boxes and steel plates used to create many of the
art pieces.
"Until you bend them or smash them in a form like
this, you never look at these common things," he said.
An exhibit that stood out among the rest was graduate
art student Dayna Hubenthal’s mechanical pawn.
The pawn appeared to be a pair of pants on a wooden
sculpture, but when the pawn is moved, the pants came
down to reveal huge buttocks that made rude sounds.
"It doesn’t have a lot of class," she said jokingly.
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Moral Majority leader
touts group’s influence
Hy stew Hint/
Deity matt writer
The leader of the Moral Majority came to Los Gatos Christian
Church as a "cheerleader" for the
religious right, proclaiming that
evangelical Christians everywhere would soon dominate the
political scene.
To the protesters outside the
church and one political scientist
at SJSU, the Rev Jerry Falwell’s
Moral Majority movement isn’t as
great a force in the political arena
as its supporters claim.
"Any kind of interest group
must tout its impact . . they
must oversell themselves," said
Peter Buzanski, SJSU history professor.
While he can’t decry anyone
who gets people out to vote.
Buzanski said Falwell’s impact on
voters will be slight. He added
that the impact by the Coalition
for Christians in Government, the
fundamentalist
Area
Bay
movement that sponsored Falwell’s speech, will be the same.
Falwell said the race for Alan
Cranston’s Senate seat will he a
crucial one because keeping a Republican majority in the Senate
will help the effort to change the
makeup of the Supreme Court.
Buzanski said Cranston will
probably win the November election because the Republicans
vying for their party nomination
will defeat themselves.
In a speech before nearly 2,000
spectators at Wednesday evening’s event, Falwell said the
Moral Majority was bringing
about a renaissance in American
values He also said his aim was to
get candidates with Judeo-Christian values elected to office.
Ile said his movement has the
hacking of 20 percent of the population and that support couldn’t
be ignored.
Falwell said he didn’t believe
church and state could be separated
"The purpose of the First Ammendment is to keep government
off our backs, not us off theirs
And we’re here to stay," he said.
He said he has received the

(Falwell) is an
evangelist out for a
buck.’
Gary Ketcherside,
for
Concerned It
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Computer to help make A.S. audit cheaper
By Marla J. Gunter
Daily staff writer
Thanks to a new computer system, the annual audit of the Associated Students books will cost about
St .(8)0 less and be easier as well.
Thomas & Childs (’.P.A. made
the lowest bid, for the second consecutive year. The cost of the audit will
he $4,500. The 1985 audit by the San
Jose accounting firm cost $5,500.
Because of the new computer

system "
. accounting reports produced will become more comprehensive and computer controls (will)
minimize the chances for manual errors going undetected . . audit testing and analysis of accounts will be
more easily performed," the winning
bid stated.
The computer system was installed last summer and its printouts
are easy and quick to use, said A.S.
Business Administrator Jean Lenart.

Hemming Morse Inc., of San
Jose, and Arthur Andersen & Co. also
vied for the contract, bidding $6,400
and 810,500 respectively.
The A.S. Board of Directors approved the awarding of the bid unanimously.
Scott Davies, A.S. director of
business affairs, said Thomas &
Childs is familar with the A.S.Business Office and its accounting.
"They did a good job last year."

he added.
"Look at the differences in
price," Davies said. "It doesn’t matter which one you go to they still
have to cover the same things."
The audit will include preparation of state and federal tax returns
and a check of A.S. accounting, Davies said.
The cost of the audit comes out of
the A.S. Business Office account, Lenart said.

Individual Rights
support of 110,000 churches nationwide and 60 to 70 million "Bible believing (’hristians."
Those protesting Falwell’s
visit said that his views on homosexuality, AIDS and gay rights
brought them out to demonstrate.
"I think (Falwell has) a nonChristian attitude about gay
rights," said Gary Ketcherside, a
member of Concerned Republicans for Individual Rights, a San
Francisco gay organization.
"The man is an evangelist out
for a buck," he said.
Susan DeNault of Oakland
said her protests would have to be
noticed by all those driving to the
event.
"We’re here confronting them
with their hatred and bigotry,"
she said:
Falwell appeared to be unaffected by the approximately 75
protesters.
"We have them in the East
and ours look better than yours."
Falwell took the podium after
the church choir’s welcome, and
then the audience sang "God
Bless America" and Los Gatos
Christian Church’s pastor, Marvin
Rickard, asked all those in the audience who would support a candidate with money or their time to
stand.
Most of those in the church
stood: they also applauded Falwell numerous times during his
speech.
And while Buzanski said he
doesn’t personally agree with Falwell’s politics, organizing people
to support the democratic system
by voting helps make it function.
"Democracy doesn’t function
with limited participation," he
said.

WHEN YOU’RE THE BEST
IN LSAT PREP YOU GET
A LOT OF FREE ADVERTISING
Ever wonder why so many LSAT prep
"experts" keep comparing themselves
to Stanley H. Kaplan in their ads?
That’s because they don’t want you to
start comparing their claims with real facts
and figures.
If you did, you’d discover that more
Ivy League law students prepared at Kaplan
than anywhere else. And by joining Kaplan
alumni you have the best shot ofjoining our
"over 40 club:’
You’d discover that every Kaplan instructor
is an LSAT veteran who knows what it takes
to score.
You’d discover you never have to miss
a class. You can review lessons with an
instructor in a live class or at the world’s
largest library of LSAT prep tapes, whichever
is more convenient. Your choice.
You’d discover the world’s largest test
prep research staff.
You’d discover the most up-to-date
materials. And with them you’d gain

confidence using our proven effective test taking techniques.
You’d discover the most comprehensive
computerized diagnostic program for
evaluating LSAT readiness.
You’d discover our unique Introduction to
Law School, an optional seminar that gives
you a head start on that tough first year
In short, you’d discover just why Kaplan is
students’ first choice for LSAT prep- and other
companies’ first choice for imitation.
Why take our word for it? Visit one of our
over 120 permanent centers. Talk to our
instructors. Examine our course materials.
And if you need even more assurance,
remember your satisfaction with our LSAT
prep is, and always has been, guaranteed.
In addition, we’ll never close you out of a
course, because we have the capacity to add
classes to fill students’ needs.
So call. Enroll today. Kaplan’s time -proven
LSAT prep is the best- the evidence is
overwhelming.

I KAPLAN
:-,TANt EY H KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD

Call Days, Evenings, Even Weekends
SAN FRANCISCO 433-1763
MARIN CO. 927-1115

INVEST IN
YOUR
FUTURE
join the hundreds of students,
faculty, and staff who have
purchased a Macintosh’ \I
at Spartan Bookstore

Macintosh Plus
Now In stock at Spartan Bookstore

One megabyte of random access memory (RAM)
New 800K double sided internal disk drive
New high speed SCSI port
New expanded keyboard
128K ROM with hierarchical file system
NEW

PRODUCT!

Macintosh 512k Enhanced
Now In stock at Spartan Bookstore

512k of random access memory (RAM)
New 800K double sided internal disk drive
128K ROM with hierarchical file system

Lowest Prices Ever!
(Shop around and comparc’:

laciniosli

cs ,spance,

e hoard and Niouse’V 695

or $711Alonth*

facintesh 5121Enlyinced $(135 or $47111Nnth*

Includes

eyboard, Mouse, lee Apple
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$366 or $201Afonth*
$469 or $201Montli*

$00 k External Drive
linage Writer 11
(Inc iUdeN Macintosh Interface cable)

Applecare Now Available At This Location.
Uinant mg available through Apple Credit Card at Spartan Bookstore
10% down payment required S:e Computer/Electronics
Department for more details. 408/277-3043

N
S PA
)1<141
1;00KST(
SPARTAN StIOPSFSINi
Service i,s our Major
Macintosh is a trademark of McIntosh Laboratory, Inc.
and is king used with its express permission

How much do you need
to go to college?
The most difficult test some students face this fall isn’t getting into college. It’s paying for it.
Because for many students, financial assistance such as scholarships, grants, work-study programs,
and family resources don’t cover the bill.
That why Chase offers four different educational loans, with affordable interest rates and flexible repayment plans,
What’s more, you don’t even need to have
miasma) ton, an applicatiim, and a copy of "The Student
an account with us. Chase makes loans to
Giode," send soupon in: Student Loan Division, Chase
qualified students and parents throughout the
Manhattan Hank, 1085 Marcus Ave , New Hyde Park, NY 11042
US. And we usually process your application
Oe call to114ree I-800-645.8246
within 24 hours.
lam LI Undergraduate (plea te specify year)
Complete the coupon or call 1-800E1 Graduate
645-8246 for more information and an appliOther (please specify)
Guide,
Student
"The
you
send
cation, and we’ll
a brochure covering five financial aid programs
Name
available through the federal government.
Address
We think you’ll find it truly educational.
For

City

( ’hate ...dent loan. include ( hoarancerd Mudent Loan. (GSLL Parent
Loan, fort hulergraduatr Students (PH IS): Au !Nary Loans to Assts.
’Auden!. (A LA SL and Ficakhl-dwation A instance Loans (HEAL)
(Ad(’ LI an row: opportuna lender
19746 The Chat, Manhattan Bank N A /Member FDIC

CHASE

State

Zip code

Telephone f
School
ANP 4/86i
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Wrestlers wait for Fullerton’s decision
Spartan Daily/Friday, May 9, 1986
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By Ken Johnston
Daily staff writer
In the four weeks since the vk rest ling program was suspended by SJSU President Gail
Fullerton, rumors about possible reinstatement of the team have abounded.
The rumors may be coming true.
The program now has the backing of Interim Athletic Director Vern Wagner and has
raised between $15,000 and $18,000 in pledges.
The primary reason Fullerton gave for
suspending the program was because of the
team’s shaky fundraising record.
She said the program could be reinstated
if it could raise enough funds to become selfsupporting.
Originally, Fullerton said the team would
have to raise $60,000, but that figure has now
been lowered to about $30,000, an amount

Wagner said the team is very likely to
achieve.
Wrestling coach Danny Kida is making
plans for next season, as he and Wagner
worked earlier this week to put together a
schedule for the upcoming season.
Several Spartan wrestlers said they are
optimistic about the team’s future.
Scott Benson said Kida and the rest of the
team need to keep the momentum going and
maintain the community support.
"We have done a good job of gathering
support and (are) doing our best to save the
program," Benson said.
"We’ve done our part." he said. "It’s
time for Fullerton to make her decision.
"So far everything has been looking good
for us. I’ll be here next year and I want to
compete."

Arnold Khanbabian, who finshed last season with a 17-10 record, is looking forward to
competing again this season.
"I’m looking forward to a better season
this year," he said. "I want to finish my career here on a winning note.
"All the support we’ve had from the community should indicate to Fullerton how popular wrestling is here."
Kida said he’s not ready to throw in the
towel.
"We may not have had a winning season
last year, but that doesn’t mean we should
stop competing." he said.
"We have some talented people on this
team that need some more experience. I
think that the program can rebound to the
winning seasons it had in the past if we give if
some lino.

Starting pitching the key
to SJSU’s playoff chances
its Urla lull
Daily staff writer
Gale Dean and Dawn Ifilgenberg
are both blondes and stand 5 feet 2
inches tall.
They also happen to be the only
two starting pitchers for the SJSU
women’s softball team, and today,
they will be carrying the hopes of the
team on their shoulders.
At noon, UC-Berkeley hosts the
Spartans in the first round of the NorPac playoffs.
Dean is scheduled to pitch the
first game of the double-elimination
tournament.
A win will give SJSU a chance for
the title. Otherwise, the team can’t
finish higher than third.
Dean started playing softball because her parents wanted her to follow in her two sisters’ footsteps.
After she saw other pitchers,
Dean decided it was the position for
her.
playing
began
Hilgenberg
softball nine years ago at Holy Rosary school in Antioch.
"I started out playing in the outfield and at shortstop," Hilgenberg
said, "but when I got to ( Antioch
High School), they needed pitchers. I
kind of got forced into it."
Dean came to SJSU out of Carlmont High School in Belmont, %%here
she was All -Central Coast Section for
three consecutive years, MVP for
two years and Player of the Year in
1985.
Dean wrote letters to different

=IP

colleges to create interest in her
pitching ability.
"Penn State and UOP were
looking at me," she said, "but thes
weren’t offering any scholarships."
However, SJSU offered a full
scholarship, and Dean was on her
was to San Jose.
Hilgenberg, a transfer student
from Hayward State, received all league honors and guided the Pioneers to the 1985 conference championship.
It was the presence of Spartan
coach Kathy Strahan and Dean that
lured Hilgenberg to the SJSU campus.
"I heard Kathy was coming Ito
SJSU ) from my old pitching coach,
Larry Fammiss," she said, "and I
had talked to Gale about it."
Hilgenberg met Dean two years
ago, while they were trying out for a
summer league team.
Now they are trying out new
pitches. and they hope the practice
pays off in today’s tournament.
"I’m a little nervous," Dean
said. "but I hope we do really well.
"I want to at least be second or
third in the league, hut first would be

’We have done a good
job of gathering support
and (are) doing our best
to save the program.
We’ve done our part. It’s
time for Fullerton to
make her decision.’
Scott Benson.
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Prep Sessions
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Graduate Management
Admission Test
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May 17, 31, June 7, 14, 1986
9 a.m. - 1 p.m.
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$125 fee includes all materials
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great."

The Bears beat SJSU 5-0 and 15-i)
last month, but Hilgenberg said the
Spartans will improve this time.
She said the Spartans were intim
idated in their first meeting because
of the Bears’ national ranking.
"We felt Cal was above us."

SUMMER JOBS

Volt needs students for temporary lobs Work when and where
you want. Gain valuable work experience while earning top pay.
We need:

San Jose State University
Office of Continuing Education
Call (408) 277-2182 for information
21271 SieVetIS

creek Blvd., colic-I-Ono
2:17,7600

29 WILL GET YOU 30

Secretaries
Typist
Word Processors
Telemarketers
All Office Skills
Come in to apply or call for more information

VOLT TEMPORARY SERVICES
165 Post St.
San Francisco
(415) 391-6830

1221 Broadwa
Oakland
(415)451-7910

700 Ygnacio Valley Rd.
Walnut Creek
(4 I 5)932-6630

24301 Southland Dr.
Hayward
(415) 786-3830

1130 Crow Canyon Rd.
San Ramon
(415) 866-8658

1565 River Park Dr
Sacramento
(916) 925-0322

’goal Opportunity Employer

UNFAIR JOB
ADVANTAGE:
A KINKO’S
RESUME.

You’ll stand apart from the crowd with a sharplooking professional resume from Kinko’s.
Choose from a variety of paper stock and let
our friendly staff assist you in creating an
attention -getting statement about yourself.

kinkois

Open early. Open late. Open weekends.

CUSTOMER
APPRECIATION
DAYS
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
MAY 9 AND 10
SPEND $29.00 AND OVER
AND GET A
30% DISCOUNT
ANY PURCHASE $1.00-$28.99
WILL RECEIVE A 10% DISCOUNT
Items not included in the above discounts

are Electronics/Computers,
Textbooks,and Class Rings
H
W(

481 San Carlos
295-5511
Open 24 Hours

93 Paseo De San Antonio
295-4336
Mon Fri 7:30am-6pm
Sat 10antipm
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SJSU closes seas on against hot Nevada -Las Vegas
Coming off an impressive 11-2
victory over Santa Clara University
Wednesday, the SJSU baseball team
hopes to close out the season on a winning note against the University of
Nevada -Las Vegas in a three-game
set, beginning today in Las Vegas.
The Rebels, 31-20 overall and 13-5
in conference, are second in the
PCAA, while the Spartans are last
with a record of 19-32, 5-10.

With a sweep of SJSU, Nevada Las Vegas has a chance to overtake
UC-Santa Barbara for the league
title.
SJSU has the role of spoiler
In tonight’s game, Anthony Telford, 9-7, will go against the Rebels’
Tim Meamber.
Meamber is 11-4 with a 4.90
earned run average and has fanned
73 batters in 112 innings.

Greg Ruse is expected to pitch
on Saturday for UNIV.
He has struck out 87 hitters in 95
innings en route to a 7-2 record and
4.26 ERA.
Scott Lewis will wrap up the series for UNLV Sunday, bringing in an
8-5 record and 5.25 ERA
The Rebels’ team ERA is a lofty
6.30, but the Rebels are known more
for hitting than for pitching.

Let Greyhound
pick up your mom.
Steve Savage --- Daily staff photographer
Jeff Nollette, who collected three hits, scores in ti,ltit"s 11-2 win over the Broncos

Baseball team rebounds
to pound Santa Clara, 11-2
Ry Thomas Gary Morlan
Daily staff writer
After being trampled by Santa Clara University
the last two games, the Spartan baseball team rebounded for an 11-2 victory Wednesday in coach Gene
Menges’ final home game.
SJSU 119-321, limited to one hit Tuesday, ripped
five Bronco pitchers for 14 hits in a game reminiscent
of its 13-8 victory over SCU in April.
The Spartans split four games with their crosstown rivals this season.
Menges, who is retiring at the end of the season,
said tlw team was fired up for the contest.
"They came out ready to go, and they hit the heck
out of the ball," he said. "The guys played like they
can
Second baseman Mike Haruff said the team’s attitude turned around in the span of less than a day.
The thing that was weird was that everybody was
in the game," he said. "Everyone was involved and
having fun, and that hasn’t happened in a long time."

The Spartans came alive in the first inning, when
they jumped on pitcher Victor Cole for four runs. They
added five in the third to put the game on ice.
Despite the offensive fireworks, Haruff said the
key to the game was a double play SJSU turned in the
first inning, after pitcher Matt McPeak walked three
to load the bases.
"If they scored two or three runs, it might have
been a different atmosphere in the dugout," he said.
Menges said the players seemed to respond after
he talked to them following Tuesday’s loss and emphasized the importance of the cross-town rivalry.
"We spoke about the importance of the game,
what it meant, and I think a few of the guys hadn’t
realized the rivalry involved," he said.

If you thought you had a lot of things when you moved to school, take a look around your room
now. So much stuff you don’t even want to think about packing it. Much less, lugging it home.
So why not let Greyhound? Just pack everything in a box. We’ll come to campus to pick it
up. And you can ship everything ahead with our
Every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, I 1:00 am to
special student rate. Just $20 out of state or $11 in
1:00 pm beginning May 2, look for our van in front of
state for packages up to 100 pounds.*
West Hall. between San Salvador and San Carlos
"It
For additional pickups call: 554-0778.
V.I.

MID.

Inn In.

Haruff said the team should have played with the
same intensity against other learns as well.
"That’s the difference between a good club and a
bad club," he said. "A good club will go out like that
every day."

MGREYHOUND.

If you are available to work
Monday thru Friday, 8 am to 4 pm starting June 2 thru June 13th
KEEP READING.

SHUT AMERICA has 300 temporary positions (2 weeks only)
available NOW! For those interested, these temporary positions can become full time
summer jobs.
In addition to your hourly wages, you will receive 4 complimentary passes
to use at Great America, (a $55.00 value) to use for your fun and enjoyment all
summer long.
To take advantage of this popular program, call KIM at (408) 496-0141, or apply in
person at the Great America employment office, 2401 Agnew Rd., Santa Clara, CA
95052.
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The French Department will be hosting two plays at 8
p.m. Monday in the SJSU Studio Theatre. For more information, call Gerard Burger at 277-3637.
.
The Campus Crusade for Christ is having a meeting
at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the Student Union Council Chambers. For more information, call Gary Anderson at
294-1753.

The SJSU Music Department is having a piano recital
at 8:15 tonight in the Music Building Concert Hall. For
more information, call 277-2905.
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The University Housing Services is hosting an open
house from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday at the 8th Street
entrance of the Dining Commons. For more information,
call Connie at 277-2114

Yesterdaily
Campus
A $31,000 proposal to revive the wrestling team is
under consideration by President Fullerton. If approved,
the team could be competing next season.
SJSU officials are considering several proposal to
replace 550 parking spaces that will be lost when the construction on the Engineering Building and the Student
Union Recreation and Events Center Project begins this
fall.
The two projects will cause the closure of most park
ing lots on campus, other than the garages, said Dan
Buerger, executive assistant to SJSU President Gail Fullerton.

Sheila Neal

Isaac Newt

April. compared to the same period last year.

THElfs.
ONLY

Sports

GOAL

Beginning with the 1987 NCAA basketball tournament, a player testing positive for drugs will ruin his
team’s chances of competing, regardless of whether the
tournament has already begun.
The rule, which will only apply to players who have
participated in the tournament, was adopted this week at
the NCAA convention in Kansas City.
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Peter Stein

Dry Toast

Campus thefts have increased this year compared to
last, said Ed Anderson, Unversity Police Department
lieutenant-in-charge.
Thefts make up the majority of campus crimes, he
said. Grand thefts and bicycle thefts have increased while
petty thefts have decreased from Jan. I to the end of
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Comic eyes mayoral post
ASTI lATh - comedian Pat Paulsen, a perennial
presidential candidate, has taken a cue from Clint
Eastwood and is planning to become mayor of a California town.
Paulsen is skipping an election, instead declaring
himself mayor of this unincorporated town with a population of five.
"I can’t get elected president, I might as well name
myself mayor," he said.
Paulsen denied he was inspired by Eastwood’s example.
"That had nothing to do with it," he said. "He’s an entertainer. I’m a real politician . . . My slogan’s going to
be, ’Make my hour.’"
It should be noted that Paulsen owns the village and
its inhabitants are either relatives, employees or tenants.
The site, about 80 miles north of San Francisco, is the location of the Sonoma Valley winery Paulsen established
in 1980.
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Cliff doesn’t think it’s the gift,
but the thought that counts.

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS

tomes. 978 2101

CAKES FOR ALL OCCASIONS’ or.mj
Mon weddings birthdays De
sign your own 356 0857 Leslyn
CAREER & EMPLOYMENT DECISIONS
Help is mailable Identify your
strength, incr... your self cool’
dm. resolve confusion prepare
for mccessful interview, match
your interests with Me job menet
Licensed AttarragerFernily Cann.

MS.

selor with Placement and Recruit
Mg
expo.
Martha
Stoodley
LMFCC 448-0123
ABUSE TREATMENT PRO
GRAM! Enhance personal and pro
fassional growth 4. Volunteer In

CHILD

tern

in world renowned local
Counseling
support
mrvices. edrnin data procesting,
ewarenees
fund raising.
etc Bi & mono -lingual All majors,
program

grad & undergrad Experience from
clerical to poet -grad. intro to ex
Omen WE NEED YOU Near cam
pin

ICEF

PO Box 952. S J

95108. 280-5055
HAVE YOU FILED your tax return yet"
11 not, tax preparation by imam
tire computer aervices are emil
Ale nowt 1040E1 110 We elm
do 1040A and 1040/WISCHA
Cell 292 8461 or 262 2367
110 1360 Weekly! Master Commis
aion Marling Horne oersted, Sin
certaly rn ....... d rush salted
&eased envetope Headquarters
CEG.P0 BOX 1072.Crystel Lake
60014

PERSONAL
ADULT

(XXXI

BACKACHE,/ Frs. matninetion
as part of research project If you
have had low back pain for more
than 6 months & are 2055,
yrs
old. plasm call Pelmet College of
Chiropractic .West at 14061 244.

ENGINES & TRANSMIS
Toyota
SIONS, Honda. Matto.
Maasoda, Subaru Isuzu Masud
meted
Low
miNage
shi. etc
cleaned. puaranteed high quality,
and
It..
discount
no core Special

JAPANESE

delivery for students with I D Call
Amoco at 279 3535
JAPANESE ENGINES & TRANNIES No
core charge/6 mos warranty Free
delivery Student Discount Spa,
tan Distributor. 385 7007
’82 DATSUN 200SX. 15apd. MIL tun
/Wes.
roof,
new
14700/offer CM 985 1426

6907. ext 401
CHERYL WHO WOULDN’t MELT with
one look of your btg brown
eyes7,,,, Here it one pup who
can’t get you out of HIS rnind
FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to lire
with smcer handicapped man
Please call Bean at 296 2308
HAIR

CUTS,MODELS

for

ad
minced classes Metro Heir. 279
9694

GAY CONTACT CLUB for men and
women mg* 18
Low rates. en
dormd & licenmd Confidential
For info send SASE to NGCC PO
Ca
Sor
28781
San Jose.
95159
HILLEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA
TIONi Shabbm dinner.. parties.
Sunday brunch... lectures. Tuesday lunch with Robbie. Israeli

in
MARLENE GODWIN. I’m tttt
your project Plea. call DENNIS.
MEET SINGLES! Personelleed introduc
non.., CHOICES Free trial mer%
Call 971
@math.
Mashie.

GPA,’ Meridith. end Jeff
’Llpiod’ Eustis Congratulation. for
keeping THETA CHI sianderde
highll
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Can
ter Sunday Lutheran 10 45 lam
and 6 00 Prn
Cernpus Ministry at
298 0204 for rsorrhip counseling
proem,ma and study opportunities

’75 DODGE DART V6. 1 owner Good
to tint cond 11899/01er Call

Rev Natal% Shires Fr Bob Lager
Br Joan Panetta Rev Norb Firn

265,9928

$450/bo
MAVERICK,
AM/FM c tttttt m. at ps. rag ges.
CaN nit.. 998 0464
FORD

71 VOLVO 142E, 20.0005 Maas on
new engine New bats... cond
/beet offer 1415136133803

COMPUTERS
ISM/XT COMPATIBLE. 258k. 2 drive,
keyboard. monitor. $777 1 yr
werranty. PC C01.I. 404 5 3rd St
crnt of San Salvador. 215-1606
RAM. color display
MM. graphic printer word pro
cosset. 2 games. DOS. Saida AN
$ 1400/6o CM 272.4926
5125

COMPUTER TRAININGII
Priam instruction tellored to eech
MM.15 needs on the PC torn

PERSONAL

Wordster. Wordpmfmt. MoN$8.,
and more Introductory through
advanced CM Flew & Mao.... at 395 7940 Ivul sap up
for your clots now! MenumnIn
Bad resume wakes aim mallble
HELP! Persondlred
Wootton and application. emit
Mute on your PC Student tilt.
mallebN CM 2511 9467

W011011TA6

FOR SALE

4 00

call

SERVICES
BARE IT ALL!! Stop dieving. arming.
trimming. Let me permemntly re
move your unwanted heir khan hi
kini. tummy. moustache. beck
shoulder.. etc 1 15% diecounto to
students end faculty Call before
Ju. 1.1966 & gel your 1st spot
al 1/2 price. Unwmted heir (limp
pear with my core Gwen C Chef
wen. R E 559.3600. 1645 S
Bascom Ave, IC
Clona Tomonow

Hair

Today

pa

Pawn Pb... 302 El Paseo ShOP
Mn& Center. SIMMS. 6 Cmil0F6
Atm San Jose. 37851148 10%
dletiount whew,. telth this ed

STUDENT CLERICAL POSITION in the
Student Activities & Servrces 01

Seattle

OVERSEAS. NATIONWIDE
Jobs’ $17 101 981 104,, Stim
mo,! Call Gualedirectory
listingt.
applications.
news",
vice,

1916)

944 4444

356 3095.
Bird

15475

Los

Gatos

Get maPar bank orredIt
NO CREDIT
MASTER
card9 well ft VISA
CARD, Mee details WO. PecMc
15911 Hallo. Ave
Nellenel.
6343. Bente Choc Ce .98050

worli herd & ere motivated by
money Call Mrs Green at 971
TELEPHONE

OFFICE

ASST . flex hrs eves
&
wmkends
Ruesell’ Euro
call
Lind, .1 296 7393

PART & FULL TIME HELP!’ 11 accepted
you will earn 8925.tartIngl No..
penance Is needed become of our
intmsive on th lob training pro
gram
Good math end reacting
skill. are plus Some mooning and
weekend positions are avoidable
and some flexibility is ellowed dor
Mg final mons In addition if you

PART TIME SALES. Earn good money
and gain veto** experience thal
will impress your future employ
era 12 15 home/yreek High cons
Minion and boom... 8100 00 to
$250 00/weekly and up Bey Ares
students here made greet money
with us infiCe 1977 Cell and 17nd
out why 3 3010 5 3014091247

Sat Call Today 14081983 1800
TRUCK

DRIVER
TRAINING!!
wmk. 1995 men women
waiting Cell 281 9352

seek.

MAN
DISABLED
roommate @wander. Los

nouncernent ...able in Student
Actwitlin and Services Office Old
Cal.
’a Applicant mist qualify
for Work Study

HOUSING
FEMALE WANTED TO SHARE town
house huge turn room w/pvt both
& sun deck gems., flreplc, pool.
FRONT ROOM 1/2 OR SJSU, kitchen
priv
Quiet
student.
only
$200rmo CM 297 7679
LIVE COMFORTABLE IN our secure.
safe friendly inn. Rees
ahem or single occuperny avail
able
Monthly discounts
Cmp
kitchen free mils fully furnished,
color. cable T V parking Bring In
receive $10 oft fast
this ad
week’s rent 72 N 5th $t 998
0223
RESERVE AN APT now for Amami
Huge 1 bdrrn. 2 Oth One bah from
bldg
tempt..
amuray
type
yr/perking, cable. laundry & mot*
148 E Willem $t et S 41k Call
287 831410. appointment
ROOM FOR RENT, FEMALE 1 block
from SJSU Fun, house 1150.
$250... $250 C11211111 8553
ROOM FOR RENT In large Victorian
Parana OCIOW el. Inn !MU Female
52 86
Lerge
roommate me.
pat on whew carpet 11210/rno
354,8117am. & wands
VICTORIAN STUDIO APT Neer SJSU
for 1 pereon No pete UM p4,
.390/mo

$200 security de
pooh Caller spot 258 7040
30 Sate

Inn tempos
POO
,88
good lob. true/ Wel Ws noel Fe.
row% roommate wad Shwe helm
In 2 benn 1-1/2 IslIt WC woe’ the
st Inn Engineering bIdg Cal 2117-

rent CO I151967 7650

?

0, only Morino the holder.

$AY monou 6 a SCBIEILY

Classified

2374 sell for Yvette et Candy
1 2

BINIM
NYS Wee IS
SJI11.1 1/2 month MEE RENT Re)
modeled, elm parking T C Pron.

typing
sonable

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL for men
& women Special rue with f sc
ulty or student I D Prim. & conl.
dermal Weekdays. met & Satur
day In Koll Busines. Parka, Hon
101 & N Fair Oaks Ave ma Sun
oval..
Sunnyvale
Electrolysis
REVITALI2Ell STATE CERTIFIED was
saga practIonar oftering them
treatments
bodywork
peutic
Stress redution, specific muscular
problem.. energy belancing end
sthletic injuries ars treated For an
spot call after 3 pm imekdins.
anytime
wmkends
Jen.
Thurston CMP.I4081287 2993
STUDENT DENTAL/OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now, Sam your teeth eyes
e nd money too For inforrnmon
and brochure ma A S offrc or call
14081 371 6811
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY BY PAUL
SMITH!, Budget/deluxe pmkages
mailable Call for free appointment

SUNNYVALEiVALLCO
MARCIE 5
word procmiong. typing Prompt
n eat emirate Most formes in
cluding SPA $1 50/page Idouble
spiked. pic
Call 720
type)
8635
DAISY WHEEL., Professio.I
word processing Academic Buse
nem Student diecount call 723
3043

THE

TIRED OF SENDING out 101 coma. of
the serne old resume Just think of
it as your ambassador to the career
world

Every "hot’ pb opening
4444 /IOW sirzhng resume
one that has been revised and up
dated to the lest minute (To speed
things up we II mall your resume
out dtrectly at your requett FREE
of charges) A $15 one time fee
will provide you with an momoo
late letter quality 12 pages) on,
FM from our PC 13 kr each addi
none) update nr copy
Phone
message services available Cal/us

258 1329

TRAVEL
SKI PASS SALE! Heavenly Valley 119
Squaw 122. Kirkwood 517 50
Island
Outer
Howell
11911/n.
$269. Memtlan 4299 tncl round
lati
trip. sir fere. 3 nights hotel
Irmo, Tana 2307 Vm Ness San
Frencieco..1114151776 8725

5,14081279 2575
TYPING DONE REASONABLE
Call after Rpm 0timam

rates

14081246 5633 ask for Pet
TYPISTS Santa Clare,Sonnswela Area
II...sortable Fates We ere the hest,
The
Postal Connection
247
6300

TYPING
AAA ACCURACY, ACCOUNT A BIL IT Y
ACHIEVEMENT. in tomg that’s
296
top.
Try Tony Milner
2087, BI 50 Pe, pegs. quick turn
around. amileble "Owen days
week Al work guarantmd
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time Expo
’I.o.W. prof...tonal word pro
ceasing Papers, theses resume.
Mike overflow mailings Student
discount Guaranteed work Call
between 8 30 ern 4 pm & 7 pm
8 30 pm Phylka 923 2309,Pern
010 923 7810 10 min from cam
Pue
ACADEMIC SPA TYPIST, Resumes,
Solar. . term papers, theses cm
Wt. transcription 10 WS stnai
enc0 w/SJSU atudents & famMy
10 On from campus 8 30 ern
530 pm Mon Son
251 5942
10% discount w/ad
ACADEMIC
PONS

butanes, waylcw Rae
Call 14081 259

9388

Canter.14081734 3116

tenni. Negotiable, 274 8085

Ahem home noes freetves Prefer
male Area May/Jaw., $501mo
111015TE6 WITH THE REST! Whether
to, work during the
twallble
vreek/emekends. parttlrne. tarn

One
job.

WORK STUDY POSITION in Oriente
tIon Services Office Full time dur
ing
summer,
part time
during
school year Salary range $4 10 to
14 90 based upon directly mplic
hie skills and experiences App..
non and complete position an

0570
PROFESSIONAL

TIME

Nice Environment Avail shifts 9
am to 1 pm Mon Fri .
30 Pm to
8 30 pm Mon Fri 10 aro to 5 prn

q uietly, corporate scholerhips are
mwerded internship. ere pots..ig
and you may earn 2.3.4 credos
per quarter or semester During
SOW winter. spring, and especially
mmtner Masks. full Or. won Is

SALES -PART

Crest Summer Job, Sell subscriptions to the Mercury News Guar
muted $4 80/hr plus commission

ars bartenders pantry Will train
395 2943 Illam 2pm M F

CO for details day 942.7736

Me* from Cantgue CM Robe. Ng
91 14081 289,8400 for MOM.
omit

TELEPHONE SALES. RADIO TIME, Wit
are now hiring enthusiastic. aggro
sive mles people who want to

NOW HIRING!, FOOD Service employ
OW FT & PT Grill cook, entre*
cooks. welt penions meal caru

and 2pm 14081275-5885 If the
line Is busy, plass. be Merit owl
try egOn ’An equal opportunity

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY MN con
sub with SJSU aturbonts Co. 30
minute. FREE Practice anitted to
no
al allipaCte of Wirrepretion

management capacities Call 559
8710

2900

them With my Wary of menufac.
toms delabooks deeign ideas
tips & mhernetks. I can help yeti!

Tony

FORTUNE

Moon to morning. Many students
pin co full time after graduation In

Work with stockbroker at E F Hut
ton 10 .551st In promotional ectiv
it,.. Excellent opportunity to be

DONALD. NOW HIRING’, Pre
Mum pay, hours flexible around
school schedule 2.5 days. 10 35
hours par week In...we Mon
Fri 3.4 prn Contact Mike 0,51k at

ArL), VW’S srgFPo$X7N
v,eIGEL IS boe -CUAJCTIOAIAL,
’M G0/A/6 TO LP/25.H III

I _STILL COta’r s-roP
541/LJ,06!"

aspeciMIY for moot
pursutng marketing, management
or business degrees Can qualify
for $3500 Cash scholership wad

NEEDED"

introduced to securities Industry
No espenence .c 444444 Salary
bonus Call Mr Vicars et 298

Wow) ISE soRING.

mperience

ties & !saloon a gram. Call Fun.
sr. el 370 2646

MC

EMPLOYMENT

500 CO has simmer openings for
students,other. Provides valuable

9733

ASSISTANT

VE5 Lig& WOULD
AZ VERY EVIXERENT..

21871
SUMMER

0 5 20

MARKETING

..mtcoirEcruos.

15 hrsrirk during
yea,
MI 10 MI 50Ihr
& receptionrst skill. re
Apply Old CAE 1277

twined

ast

FEMALE DANCERS NEEDED for enter
tainment company Bachelor par

OUR CREATOR
waft A To COL ER 7
You’o LooK
Lt
71415
IF

WRAT

Applicants MUST qualify for
40 hrs/wk during

school
Typing

cell Debt,. at 296 7393
FEDERAL

Manuel Ruiz

The Real World

Work Study
summer and

DESIGN ORIENTED PERSON for die
play work in furn store Pert time

...Neb. Cell today for Worms
lion and an interview or call Mon
Osy through Friday between 105.

HERSALWEIGHT LOSS Lose .6 10 29
Ms per month 100% money bank
marmot. Al teen on ABC)NBC
CU morning mars commercial.
Nancy
Cal 140111 269 5840

lice

CRUISESHIPS HIRING! 816T $30.000
Cerrito., Howell. World! Call for
Guide.
Cassette,
Newsservicel
18181 9 444444 X CSU SANGO
ST CRUISE

IS that 114.101 design pro
Oct due and you have no ides
whet to MAO Or you know whet
to build but cent IS. the parts or
the neceseary information about

FUME’.

tionellty 1gm Lefeltel within min

IRITONSII QUALITY COTTON prod
was CM,a your own Ming &
GMI,1.9 Mace with ma Futont
Gotham Futon. &

a. tn..

Pleas*

hada

73 FORD PINTO WAGON Runs well
1800/bo 436-6580 .2416.
wknds
5pm. 371 3102 eves

JR..

Catholic

tailed info & ernpioyer timings
booklets Sand $5 to M & L Re

8am-5pm. 7294328

PENPALS IN USA WNTD URGENTLY!’
Pen Society,
All egos. write
101361Chorley. Lancs, England

’What’

Fie... Earn $600 liylt in cannery
18.000 612.000
for 2
months on fishing boat Over 8
000 openings For complete de

BUSINESS MAJOR NEEDED to run
summer marketing research pro
loci Will train. excellent PM 61F

7408

TO ALEX ’WATERMELON’ JACKSON.
Runty ’One Bell’ Kanto.. Malt
love fen.. wholes’ Fethy. John

7270

tips
BUSBOY FOR LUNCH. 16,hr
call 998 9711 ask for Mac Mrna
to’s Rest 6195 8th St S J

wornen’s study group.
holiday celebrations For informs
non cell HMO office al 294 8311

964 1340

Svcs

SALES PERSON EARN good money
Cell and find out Elam 10em 259
SPARTAN CITY ADVISOR p011itionil
Applications ...Me at Apart
went throng Office. 277 2530
Benefits Rent. Stipend Apply by
May 9. 1986

EMPLOYMENT!/

search. P0 Box 84008
Wa 911124

dancing

79 HONDA ACCORD H11. 5 weed.
condition.
regular
gm
Good
62100/011., 637 1002.,.

PC

HELP WANTED
ALASKA SUMMER

293 3401

AUTOMOTIVE

71

lens and vertical Mand. alrno t
new. 1175 CeN 286-2905

CLASSIFIEDS, Free
ample copy! 400 local ado, Info
recording. 294 6354114 Ars)

FREE

Call us today for informmon Ali
SkIlls & skill level. Best Temporary

LIGHT TABLE. 38
50
$100 Ai
tograph 60100. with reducing

REPORTS.

DISSERTA
Themes our specialty
Seven pegs minimum Key In mold

$2rdouble spm page Near the
Alamo. Call 993 9260
PROCESSING

or

eOurCOS

human

f
service

coneulting or
Word processIng do. at $15,11.
minimum 4 hrs /dourly consulting
done et $20m deemed trimmer
Call with memo. on ’Op.,.
Loftier 179 8132
WORD

PROCESSING
Los Gatos
CempbellSermoge
Student pa
pans $2h0 mge
&mines. cli
e n. $15/hr Guaranteed excellent
remits
IBM PC w,Wordeter or
word perfmt Jackie

378 2510

WORD PROCESSING SERVICE for stu
dents Letter quality print CM
255 8104
WORD PROCESSING SJSU area For
malted reports Mese, papers
$1 25 to $1 50/page
Editing
$ 15/hr
7970

The
ems

Blue

Pencil
998
Minds aelt for

processing As. for Joys et 264
1029
ACADEMIC

WORD

PROCESSING

specie. Chryetal offers profes
sionel latter mai. Inuerentnedl
product wIth 20% student ft
count Theses and group prof..
roskorne

’,sodded end micro
trenscrIption III AM I PM 6 maim
horn &Jill In North 5.1 Chrystal
lby reppointrnentl 523 8461
WORD
PRO
N/CUITTNER
ALMA
pa
GUINN and edItIng Term
pros femme.. manuscript. Both
students

and

Nicolty

welcome

Willow Clan area Call
8AM 8PM st 268 9448

Marsha

B & B OFFICE SERVICES Word pro
seising, reports
manuels, re
somas

list. Located on
1187 5 Saretoga Sunny.. Rd
San Jose
Student Discounts
4081973 8670
BECK

SECRETARIAL SERVICES for
VOW Mudent need. Word pro
...mg theses resumes reports
Willow Glen arm Aelt for Inte at

YOUR REPORT TERM paper of re
tame done with comp...ad
word pro...rung by professional
Student rate. always tor SJSU
students & faculty
Save yew
theses report on didrette, Cell
Erickson Word ProcessIng 8,140111
377 5293
leave message 24
boa /day
2 TYPING SERVICE FOR YOU, Feel ec
citrate typing eveNable seven days
a wee. Pick up end delivery avell
MN et SJSU or In Me Sloseorn INN
/Santa Tare. wee 365 1012

nmgs
GET THE GRADES vow herd work de
WRITE/TYPE has the right
rope of product for you A math
typed
grammatically
model
Pea*, If.,.. ha ONO.) ,mm m
Call Barbara st 972 9430 tor typ
mg and editing
INNOVATIVE COMPUTER SERVICES It
located right acros the street
Iron, SJSU tor your convenience,.
We type resumes term paper. &
moiling bets, Call us et 292 6481
101,0 eppomtmenti 10% discount
on your firm smirk.,
MANUSCRIPTS

187 8234
BE PREPARED. Quality typing good
rates, No job too big or too sm.,
Call nowt 72121(0 or 727
8241
CALL LINDA FOR profmionel trim.
It 50pege
.word
processing
Eprarrenced
lamed)
!double
Free disk storm.

Cerise. .n
Near Almaden
Gus,
xpwy
& Branham In
ratted quick return on all papers
Phone 264 4504
scoptron

CONANT S WORD PROCESSING Setc
ke for tam perms theses Itncl
APO, resumes legal and business
needs Top quality lest & acct.
iotainci @sentence with spelling
& grammar Reasonable rates CM
Debbie et 378 9845 7ern 8pm
West S J eres

WORD FOR WORD ENTERPRISES of
lem quality word processing fast

WORD

Former English rnejor will asset
with premolar end sentienCe litrUC
or. Dependable and eaperienced

DOWNTOWN LOCATION LESS Man 1
mkt Irm SJSU Prof typing word
proceming turn papers. moo.
theses & great looking resumes
Try me Int
Reemoneble rates
JUST YOUR TYPE 288 0250

TERM PAPERS

RE

SUMPS etc North San JO...,..
Call 251 8813 almr 3 pm
NEED THAT FORGOTTEN essignment
typed fest, Let no help,. Remorse
ble 4444 include spelling & gram
ma,...,
but my spanspn. Ia
FREE Call Marc. et 290 6347
Mon Sat
9 lkan or 926 1274
7 30 10prn Mon Set
OFFICE ALTERNATIVES’ Word pro
cesstng typing trenecrIption 30
Hour Service Student &mom.
amolsble 14081294 2974
PAPER DUE, 5011w, to type, 501 10
worry Call Mrs Ryan for Ism. Oh
cent profeseional results gum
antmd every time
51 75 per
pegs double spaced 286 5989
PAPERS

MANUSCRIPTS RESUMES,
cover letter. Professional work
remonehie rues FREE disk Mu
ego
Willow Glen Ante. 292
8807

PROCESS IT WRITE! Faculty and mu
den. can mly on accurate
timely productron of newsletter.,

FOITING’WORD PROCESSING Former
English maim efficient depend

resumes
repo0,
pubikation,
mmuscruts correePondena Om.

able Will ’resist with grammar vo
cobra.. & sentence stmt.. if
requested Specialize in horn.
march papers menuacripts and

WIll eid in grammar spoiling/pun.
tun For prompt 7 day ream..
nave message for Perneleet140111
275 6253

resumes

(Know APA. Turebien
Campbell) Ask only that copy be
legible Both students & faculty
wekon. Willow Glen Arm Cell

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST prompt an
curate
dependetrie
12 00461
op per page Saratoga wow .1.10

Mars. 8 Rat 266 9446

PROFESSIONAL

EXCELLENT TYPING SERVICES Term
import theses mem.s diemna
turn. etc Mr Student* and Fac
ulty Ws also do M. trentrnotion
end bookkeepMg Reston**. Cell
245 1769
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY FOR y01/I
personal legal or tameness typing
(word processIng need. Tem pa
returnees loners

Pere
MINX.
manuscripts

theme
dm..
tuns all medernic formats Eda
109 grernmerspellIng essIstence
Cunene

trenmrionon
Cum
mteed prolmsional confidential
and deprendabM service el eflorda
pa...sir Free 41.6 storage and,.
fermi discounts
Ilan,. CM.)
EXPERIENCED

P.m

247 2681

TYPIST mown.

tem

PAPere etc 01 513140,41e wawa
pogo Editing twellehle New LINO
Condon Cal 371 5933 tree

at 741 5880
TYPING word-W
coming every day, 10 yet. mpe
all
of Papers Close Ni
’VP..
tlenc
cernms11 block! 3258 WINIetne
St 610 Csa 280 0105

Pt/T YOUR WORDS In their beet pm.
Experienced,
Wm..
weft*
sionel word pfoceOng papers. re
starm
Metes
Speciellel
8.
tm/wikal
ementinc
Prolecte
$1 75/13 50(pge Call Vicki al
251 3055 Sam Open ISM eyes.
QUALITY TYPING SERVICE hod vow
’,ping needs Student %See liss
page 11111 hour 1.101, or wolOot
WIN torneroond %IN plea -WO well
delete on unease and meet ogee
1.66 .1.611111pata
Mk ter
Amends or Mem nameage on as.
chase 140819411 41147
RESIABE/$1100, TYPING/HI Ifpg. 94
CON. 404 5 3.12, tomer of lea
Ilstredor 255-1604
SUCCESS

ft4/811.11154

Profeeehowl

-r

mnpull
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Music department slated for cuts
By Shelly O’Day.
Daily staff writer
A projected cut in Music Department funds has faculty and students
in the department’s jazz program
worried
The department is slated to receive a 0.5 percent cut in faculty, said
chairman Gus Lease.
"The majority of the jazz faculty
is teaching on a part-time basis,"
said Beau Kane, a senior in jazz studies. "If any cuts come, it comes from
there
"Overall, it isn’t that much of a
cut in the music department, but it all
focuses on the jazz department,"
Kane said. "The problem, as I understand it, is with tenure."
Randy Masters, who has been
teaching part-time in the jazz program for 14 years, said that his employment is rarely secure.
"I’m not tenured. Not knowing if
I have enough students to hold class
affects my pay. The uncertainty is
stressful," Masters said.
"I’ve signed contracts after the
first day of class," he said,
Kane said the administration has
Iii cut back the hours that Masters

Speaker
discusses
Vietnam

and vocal jazz instructor Michael
West teaches.
Masters said the two men are
good teachers who teach the core of
the jazz studies program.

Arlene Okerlund, dean of the
School of Humanities and Arts, said
she anticipates no cuts in the department.
The music department has re-

Dan Wyman, associate professor
of music, said that there is anxiety in
the music department concerning
possible cuts. "There is fear that the
department will be turned into a
service area of music appreciation in
order to come up with the ETES ( Full
Time Equivalent Student), in order
to satisfy the administration."

Jazz students protest

Funding for the department depends on the number of full-time
equivalent students.

Parra also said there was a secret meeting involving Lease and
tenured music professors, which was
held earlier this semester.
She said it was decided then that
major cuts will be made in the jazz
program in order to keep the other
music programs, especially classical
music, at their current funding levels.
She said word leaked out last
month about the meeting, sparking
the students to organize.

Chairman Lease said that
Wyman has requested a leave of absence. Lease said that he knew of no
particular reason for the request and
that it was being processed.
Music Prof. Lauren Jakey, has
stepped down from his position as orchestra conductor, and the music department will have to restructure positions because of the change, Lease
said.
A full-time woodwinds instructor
will be hired on a probationary tenure, Lease said. After six years of
probation, it is possible for the instructor to be tenured.
"That (the hiring) is a positive
thing," Lease said. However, the
music department will have to absorb the position by cutting small
percentages from various instructors’ teaching hours, he said.

continued from page I
"He’s just saying that so he won’t
have to take the hot water today at
our rally," Parra said. "They don’t
want anyone to know about their cuts
until it’s too late."

"It’s been hard to get information on this; it’s not been available to
the ordinary student," Parra said.
Parra would not reveal her
sources of information. She said if the
sources were identified, they would
be fired.
Part-time jazz instructor Michael West said he expects to be back
next semester and doesn’t know of
any massive cuts in personnel staffing.
Currently there are three part-

ceived $6,000 from lottery money
given to California schools, Lease
said, but the governor designated
that the funds he used only for equipment.

time and two tenured, full-time positions in the jazz section.
Arlene Okerlund, dean of the
School of Humanities, said that she
does not know of any major personnel
cuts in the Music Department.
"We don’t make up the budget
for next fall until this August, but I
don’t anticipate any decrease in the
budget," Okerlund said. "Nothing’s
being kept secret."
"We will be cutting by 0.5 professors, but they (the Music Department) won’t have to touch their
upper-level classes," Okerlund said.
The rally featured the SJSU Big
Band Orchestra, a salsa jam session,
and a jazz fusion band called Kombowae. SJSU’s Jazz Singers opened the
concert.
By 3:30 Wednesday afternoon,
over 400 signatures had been collected from passerbys and people
watching the show.
Parra said they did not plan to
meet with Lease or Okerlund and
plan to take the petition to Fullerton
today.
"Lease and the dean planned the
cuts, so we are taking it straight to
Fullerton to see what she’s going to
do about it," Parra said.

SJSU administrator
replaced by dean
continued from page I
turn phone calls
Last week, Gruber said the matter of his or any other university employee’s dismissal was too sensitive
to comment on.
The university was in the middle
of a performance review of all the
major administrators, he said, and
no comment could be made until
those reviews were completed.
Neither Gruber nor Fullerton
could be reached after the replacement was announced.
The academic vice president
oversees all parts of the university’s
curriculum, including course work
and academic policies.
Until this semester, the academic vice president managed the
men’s and women’s athletic departments. But on April 19, Fullerton
brought the two departments directly
under her control. The two athletic
directors now report to the president.
Fullerton said the change was
made to show greater support for
athletics at SJSU.
Before taking the interim position at SJSU, Okerlund was being
considered for the academic vice presidency at the California State University at Sacramento.
Ed Sackett, who is coordinating
the search at Sacramento State, said
Okerlund was a finalist for that position.
She has been a dean since 1980.

continued f
page
fight a 50-year war if necessary, he
said.
He said the strategy behind the
50-year war theory is to give the
enemy the appearance of being crazy
enough to keep fighting until the war
is won.
Once the enemy is convinced of
this, the whole nature of the conflict
changes because it no longer is worth
it for the enemy to continue fighting,
he said.
This is why there is no known defense for this kind of strategy, and
why the 50-year war theory is still a
threat to the future of the world, Pike
said.
He said this has worked in Ireland where, for the past 20 years, the
Irish Republican Army has convinced the British that it is willing to
fight forever. The same idea is taking
shape in Afghanistan, where the Mgharts have shown the Soviets that
they will not quit, he said.
This type of 50-year guerrilla
warfare was first introduced during
the Vietnam War, where the North
Vietnamese succeeded in eliminating
the fine line between civilian and professional soldiers, he said.
Pike said that Napoleon Bonaparte was the first to use civilians in
a patriotic relation to the home country. Before Napoleon, professional
soldiers or mercenaries had done the
fighting, but Napoleon felt that these
soldiers -- worried about their careers - were conservative in their
fighting, Pike said.
"Napoleon took warfare out of
the hands of the cautious professional
and put it in the hands of rash citizens," Pike said.
The line between professional
and civilian soldiers first became
blurred during World War II, with the
coming of bombing runs, he said.
"With the advent of strategic bombing runs, the line became fuzzy as to
who was competent and who was incompetent.
"This line began to come apart
even further in Korea, and in Vietnam it was erased entirely - and on
purpose."
The Vietnamese considered all
people to be weapons of war - including children - and they were expendable as were other weapons of
war, he said. This strategy made all
Vietnamese people part of the struggle, he said.
The North Vietnamese communists developed a new method for
war, and over the course of 40 years,
have proved its effectiveness against
the United States, France and China,
who couldn’t come up with an effective defense, he said.
PAVN doubled in size from the
beginning of the Vietnam conflict to
the war’s end, and has since doubled
again to become the world’s third
largest army, at 3 million soldiers, he
said.
Only the Soviet Union and China
have larger standing armies, he said.
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Gruber is leaving to
do research for the
Department of
Defense. He will
return in the fall to
teach and develop a
laser research
laboratory in the
physics department.
Okerlund received her Ph.D. in English from the University of California
at San Diego. She got her B.A. in English and chemistry from the University of Maryland.
Gruber was appointed academic
vice president in July 1984 after an
extensive search. Before coming to
SJSU, he served as vice president for
academic affairs at Portland State
University. He holds a Ph.D. in
chemical physics.
The release stated Gruber is
leaving to do research for the Department of Defense. He will return in the
fall to teach and develop a laser research laboratory in the physics department.

